GINTY, David, Microanatomy of Touch Receptors and Neurons, Harvard, Jan 9 2014

just moved into his lab at Harvard Med School from his lab at Hopkins (Baltimore);

he is Prof in Dept of Neurobio at Harvard Med School
and an HHMI Investigator.

(note:  this was a stunning lectures: spectacular research and photomicrographs. 
I'll see what photos and videos are online. His shots of mechanoreceptors
 look like the receptors were made in a 24th century nanotech lab!
(I sit next to Prof. Stephen Smith: also wowed by this work.) 

(This is work is all in mice.)  Intro:

1830's study of different modalities of touch;
look the different modalities of touch:

tactile discrim... eg braille recog...

enabling fine manipulation: eg eating with chop sticks (fine dexterity);

pleasurable component...  hugging, kissing;  petting a cat  (slides)

his interest is in the primary detectors;

VPL and medial nuclei  receive  axons from  Gracile and Cuneate nuclei in brainstem.

He wants to  challenge  view that S1 (somatosens cortex)  is first processing station... 
No, processing also happens in spinal cord in dorsal horn.

many different kinds ofskin receptors, (see wiki: cutaneous receptors) eg
Meissner's,  Merkel's, Pacinian  corpuscles...


innervation of hairy skin of MOUSE (his main topic today and most of his research)

and glaborous skin  (non-hairy skin) (not discussed today)

he mainly uses his  Zeiss microscope with 40x objective... he loves it...

shows collections of  Merkel cells: the  mechanoreceps  assoc with  hair follicles in mice...

a single hair follicle has quite a collection of sensors surrounding it...


the soma of these neurons are in DRG =  dorsal root ganlgia  
and (for the face in humans) in the trigeminal ganglia

important for telling us where are limbs are...

A-beta LTMRs  large diameter.. heavily myelinated; conduct at 15 meter per sec speed
LTMRs  = low threshold mechanoreceptors...

A delta LTMRs conduct at only 5 meter per sec

and C fiber  LTMR  are unmyelinated and go at  0.5  meter/sec

(new finding... these are the pleasure neurons (he believes)!!)

can be further categorized:  A betas can be broken down to SA...  slowly adapting... 
they spike as long as skin is indented....

and RA =rapidly adapting...  (a few initial spikes and that's it)

the RAs are assoc with Pacinian corpus.

****************

what we don't know..


unique functions of distinct classes of primary mechanosensor neurons... the  LTMRs

A-beta  SA2  LTMRs  respond to stretching of skin...

he is also interested in the mechanisms of force transduction...

cites Scripps work... piezo 1 and piezo 2 (those are genes)

want to know  organization of LTMR circuits  that underlie perception of touch...

want to gain genetic access to LTMRs,  spinal cord interneurons and projection neurons
(that travel up to the brainstem)

LTMR  low threshold mechano receptors.

different classes have difft  conduc velocities, and difft speeds of adaptation...

we have a variety of  LTMR  genetic tools

he also shows ex vivo nerve preparation from Rick Koerber's lab at Pitt...

mike rutline and jeff woodbury:   amazing ex vivo stuff...  spinal cord

A-delta  LTMRs  cond veloc  5.4 m/sec

these are  TrkB+ neurons..


*****************

MOUSE hair skin

mouse has 9 types of hair follicles...

here are three:  guard follicles;  zigzag,  and awl/auchene  eg...

guard hairs  are only 1% of all the follicles...these are really long hairs

zigzags  are 76%  of follicles... these are short hairs....the wavy coat of mouse...
the awl were abt (? 23% of follicles)


we will first look at the SA1  Merkel Cells...

Touchstone...  every guard cell has one and vice versa...

Only guard hairs have touchstones  ( a big circumferential collection of receptors...)

the axon wraps around the hair follicle..

beta RAs  only go to guard and to awls  not to  zigzags...

great slides of  circumferential endings of axons.. to every single hair follicle

with little  vertical projections...(looks like a candelabra)

one neuron can go to 20 to 200 hair follicles.


Late TrkC+/Ret+ neurons are  A-beta nociceptors..

respond to sharp tip stimulation... producing a brisk response..

but  they scream  with gentle hair pull at  700 hertz!!!!

WDR = wide dynamic range  (we call these neurons that)

receptive field of one of these neurons is abt  3 to 4 mm   and 
may be assoc with 20 to 200 endings...

v sharp spatial specificity... may respond to stim of one hair follicle
but not to neighboring follicles...

C-LTMR is a pleasure neuron  (new finding)

C LTMR, A- delta LTMR and A- beta  axons innervate the same zigzag follicles...
(that is,  those 3 different types of axons and mechanoreceptors may be co-located
on a single hair follicle and are interdigitated.

the pattern for a given type of hair follicle will be quite invariant...

guard hairs only get A beta and  RA LTMR (rapidly adapting)

Awl  follicles get all three  wrapped around them...

to induce expression use low dose of tamoxifen
(as a triggering agent in a cre/lox prep...)

about 35 follicles (on average may be) innervated by an axon...


guard hairs get 3 difft kinds of A betas  and a touchstone (circumferential colleciton of mechanos)

most of these  recep fields are overlapping (but not all)

**************************

what do the structural features of LTMR endings tell us abt
the physiologic props and transduction mechs?

they have difft adaptation properties.....

corpuscles  are rapidly adapting (cuz of struc of mechanoreceps)

but merkels are slowly adapting...

C-LTMR is slowly adapting

but A- delta  LTMR is rapidly adapting.

he thinks it may be due (? in part) to the terminal Schwann cells (that myelinate those fibers)

one terminal schwann cell may invest  both a c-LTMR and an A delta...

may be related to props of term schwann cell rather than the props of the mechanoreceps...

He shows stunningly beautiful pix of EM analysis of lanceolate endings...

difft patterns of Schwan cell myelin in guard hairs vs awls vs  zigzags...

he shows  80 nm separation  btwn  hair follicle epith cells and
 axon ensheathed by  term schwann cell

he remarks... the longest cell in body  is the A-beta  RA  LTMR  

these are  5.5 feet long in him! (all the way from bottom of his feet to his brainstem!)
(these are even longer than corticospinal neurons!)

hair follicles are studded iwth hemidesmosomes...
may be similar to tip links in inner ear...

may be proteinacious  strucs that connect  axon to hair follicle epith cel.. 
may  assist in the pulling that gives rise to spiking...

do morphological properties of LTMRs  inform us about their tuning properties?..

A- deltas tile the skin but also are polarized... they ALL point in only one direction...
(toward the TAIL of the animal!)

polarized toward the caudal direction of animal...

hair follicles point toward the TAIL  and  the A-delta LTMRs are 
ALL located toward the caudal direction.

joke slide:  don't  rub me in the wrong direction.. he shows a cat yowling..

Jeff woodbury shows big response when petting against the grain  eg..

BDNF is made in mammary gland  in  embryos...
(he jokes  BDNF should be called mammary derived)
early in deve.  but later  every hair follicle  expresses bdnf...

lanceolate  structures are formed btwn post natal day 1 and day 5.

bdnf  is only expressed on caudal side...


idea is that polarized expression of bdnf gives rise to polarized  location of nerve endings... 
gives rise to directionality of properties of hair follicles (only pet the cat in one direction
or it won't be happy!) ...

all respond to indentation of skin  but different tuning properties....
...direction selectivity; blowing on skin, gentle tugging on hairs...

idea is that  ensemble activation (of a collection of different MRs on the hair follicle)
is differentially afffected by difft  types of stimulation...


eg A-delta  responds to a light breeze

hair pulling is the best stim for an A- beta nociceptor...

*****************
(now shifting focus:  here (unfortunately he sped up)

central targets( of these DRG= dorsal root ganglion neurons)

he shows (a totally cool) whole mount  of spinal cord...
shows DRG.. one neuron

different classes terminate in different lamina of the dorsal horn in spiinal cord .
they are somatotopically organized...


there is a columnar relationship of  the various types of neurons...

a key slide:

shows  C-LTMR  is most superficial and A beta nociceptor is deepest  with other 3 types in between all located in a single column in dorsal horn
  (that is... pick a spot on the skin...then all the different types of MRs
 and nerves that innervate that field will all synapse to a single (micro) anatomical column
 in the dorsal horn (and there they will interact with one another
to produce an integrated output that reflects the nature of the stimulus in the spiking pattern that is the output of the column)

can record from these columns in an ex vivo preparation!

can also silence  difft  classes of MRs  using  archaearhodopsin.. 
to determine contrib of each type to ultimate output of column...


> 10 different types of interneurons in dorsal horn...

****************


column in dorsal horn INTEGRATES the inputs into an output
 ( that goes to nucleus gracilus or cuneatus)


his collabs:   Jeff Woodbury  in Wyoming (you can even ship them a transgenic cow and they will accept it... no prob;  hard to do with the city-slicker labs)
and Rick Koerber at Pitt
and Nat Heintz at the Rockefeller

huge lab (many grad students and post-docs)

Q  abt difft conduction velocities...  how do they integrate across time..
(in one column but have difft time lags... how does that work?)  unknown...
temporal component is  huge.. mech unknown...

Q glaborous vs  hairy...
(in MOUSE)...  
A:  may need difft  genetic tools ...
physio is much more diffic for glaborous skin...(but similar to hairy)

penis... has massive innervation in mouse
  (he jokes... homunculus would be one well-endowed mouse)

limbs are heavily innervated at  corresp spinal levels. (as they are in humans)..

Q  origin of  polarity of  bdnf  expression  caudalward...  unknown.

(totally stunning talk! post online)



